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The Pakistani people and the Pakistani army are not separate
WE ALL ARE PAKISTANI ARMY,WE ALL ARE ISI

London , 22.09.2020, 11:18 Time

USPA NEWS - The Pakistani people and the Pakistani army are not separate. We are all Pakistani army, we are all ISI. Those who
consider themselves separate from the army cannot be Pakistanis.

Not the uniformed janitors, but the sons and masters of this country like you and me. They are paid by this country which is the father
of all of us. There is no ethnic politician. When the judiciary can interfere in politics by neglecting its constitutional responsibility, ie
justice, then how can the army, whose only job is national security, remain indifferent to the enemies at home and abroad and their
agents.

 ISI should fully interfere in Pakistan's politics!

Why do you mind?

When the intelligence agencies of India, US and Afghanistan can buy Pakistani politicians, invest in elections, then the ISI has a duty
to interfere in politics in the national interest.

On the day when Pakistani politicians will stop betraying Pakistan, stop rigging elections with the help of Rai and CIA, rest assured,
from that day onwards, the army and ISI will also stop blocking their way in politics.
Until then keep your mouth shut !!!

Those who object to ISI's involvement in politics should first lease out those politicians who commit treason against the country and the
nation at the behest of RAW, NDS and CIA. Memo Gate, Zardari, Nawaz Sharif, Altaf Hussain, Asfandyar and Achakzai's opinion and
contacts with CIA are halal ... ???

Understand well that ISI is a "markhor", that is, it is its duty to find and kill sleeve snakes, even if they belong to the TTP, the MQM,
Zardari's gang, Muslim League in Parliament or opinion in the media and CIA.

In 1971, Rai had completely bought out Pakistan's largest political party. Sheikh Mujeeb-ur-Rehman's betrayal was caught years ago
in a conspiracy case. When the traitors are elected instead of being hanged, then the "fall of Dhaka" happens.

Elections in the US cannot be won without the consent of the CIA, the KGB forms the government in Russia, no one knows the power
of MI5 in the UK, no politician in India even makes a statement without the consent of RAW. Yes, but if ISI does that, then everyone is
abusive

The difference is that in these countries it is not allowed to criticize the army and agencies, they are sent to jail, scandals are made,
careers are terminated, people are killed in accidents, but this facility is also our army and The ISI has given heartfelt criticism to
everyone in our country for abusing two defense establishments.

In the United States, the recently retired CIA director has been made the Secretary of State of the United States. Many members of
the Israeli army are in politics in the government. But if the retired ISI people are put in the government, then there will be noise in
Pakistan and in the world.

In Israel, Mossad may reject the decision of the Israeli cabinet. The CIA can influence government decisions in American interests. But
some people in Pakistan want to cripple their ISI. It is better for those who want to go to India themselves. We want to keep the ISI
completely independent.



Understand this rule very well.
The army and the ISI will not interfere in politics and elections only when foreign enemy intelligence agencies do not interfere. When
politicians are traitors, the patriot "Markhor" is forced to defeat his enemies even in the political arena.

Remember we are all Pakistanis, Pakistan Army, we are all ISI. Pakistan Zindabad.
Said : Chaudhry Tariq
Chairman Pakistan Patriotic Front UK
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